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Novelty knife ideas Carter Seipel,
Can’t stop writing material 

and it’s awesome

Look I didn’t come up with a quirky intro for this one. No long build up or grand 
statements. This article is simply about novelty knife ideas. No reason why, that’s 
just what this list is.

A lego brick switchblade
So you know x-acto knives? Well it’s sort of like that but a 2x4 lego brick. It’s 
made of metal but works with standard plastic lego bricks. It appeals to two kinds 
of collectors (that of lego and knives) and keeping it away from children could 
make for a fun challenge.

A sharp fidget spinner
2016 called and it’s ready for a fight. Three blades on a spinnable disc.
Now I can already hear you wondering “Isn’t that dangerous and incredibly im-
practical?” You’d be correct. 

A knife that looks like a taser
Imagine it’s time for self defense (uh oh). You confidently pull out your tas-
er but guess what? It’s actually a knife! Your would be attacker will be all like 
“whaaaat???” and “I didn’t see that one coming!” as you stab them.

A tooth brush
So picture an ancient stone dagger. What’s that on the hilt? That’s right, tooth-
brush bristles! It’s a multi-purpose tool. Just be careful because you have to hold 
the blade to brush your teeth. On second thought this one might’ve been a bad 
idea… just wear a glove?

What You See The Morning After 
Eating The Nest
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ET + The 
Bullsheet = 

Comedy Gold

Now that we’ve all survived Big Red Weekend, I feel like we need to take a second for some reflection. 
I wanted to check in with a few Denisonians to see where they’re at in the semester and ask some hard 
hitting questions. Here’s what they had to say. 

If your brain didn’t know which week it was in the semester, what would your body guess right 
now?
“Oh my body thinks it’s at least week seven or eight. It’s achy. I’ve got the frat flu or the early winter cold 
you get but it’s still warm. So gross to be sick when it’s warm. It just doesn’t go together, and that’s why it 
feels like week eight.” - Emily Walker, Still Thriving

Gay son or Thot daughter?
The Granville High School Razor Scooter Gang ignored me when I approached them at the flagpole. They 
have not yet reached out for comment.

What has been the worst party that you’ve been to this semester and kindly elaborate as to why?
Pregame when my roommates got into a fake fight and scared the first years who showed up. I had to ex-
plain to all of them that they were just joking. Then I taught a really sweet kid how to drink a beer for the 
first time. They sang karaoke from Pitch Perfect before moving on to ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ and Hamilton. 
Hackey sackers later pulled up. Everyone stayed way too long.
 - Me, Party Pooper

Which school would you rather be at than Denison right now?
“[Has an immediate thought] Can’t say that. What was the High School Musical School? East High?” 
- Megan Barker, Correct. 

Have you ever looked for your own name on Denny Desires?
“Uh, like looked for it? Yeah. Well the most recent one was, um, the guy with the eyebrow piercing and the 
headband in Curtis is fine as fuck. I think it was something like that.”  - Fletch Williams, Hot Person

Where would you hide on campus for the Denison Hunger Games?
“That’s a great question. Um, I’m gonna say East basement. Nobodys gonna go there.” 
 - Lilli Wallace Larkin, Genius

Would you rather live in the Buzzy costume from now through graduation or have your only form 
of communication be the Lost and Found message board on What to DU?
“I didn’t even know there was one [message board]. Hmmmmm. You’re saying Buzzy the Buzzard through 
graduation? I feel like I would choose that one because people would be really happy to see me all the 
time. Nobody looks at the Lost and Found one so I would neither feel lost nor found. Buzzy, because I 
would get more attention.”
 - Julia Riley, Never Not ‘JWoww’

Least funny person on The Bullsheet staff?
“Mick Smith” - Everybody in the universe. I polled every single living being in the solar system. Com-
pletely unanimous opinion. I’ll be real with you. I’m not fully versed on the rules of the universe, but 
does that make it fact? That Mick isn’t funny? I’m pretty sure it does. Oof. E.T. is funny as fuck by the way. 
Actively trying to get him to transfer here so that he can become our Head Writer.

If you have feelings about campus that you want to share, send them to bullsheet@denison.edu.
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